
PLANNER(2018-19) 

CLASS –U.KG 

TERM – I 

ENGLISHENGLISHENGLISHENGLISH    

Oral:    Book  reading till page 27. A ,E, I  vowel words . 

Written: A ,E and I sound words. Fill in the blanks, match the word to the picture, name the 

picture. 

MATHSMATHSMATHSMATHS    

Oral : Counting 1 to 150 , Number names 1 to 20 , Table of 2 , Reverse counting 40 to 1. 

Written: Formation of numbers 1 to 150 ,  After number 1 to 100 , Number names 1 to 20 , 

Table of 2 , Reverse counting 40 to 1. 

HINDI HINDI HINDI HINDI     

Oral: v& v%] d & K  

Written :    2 v{kj okys 'kCn ]  fp= ns[kdj v{kj fy[kks 

  [kkyh LFkku Hkjks] fp= igpkuks 
 

G.K AND CONVERSATIONG.K AND CONVERSATIONG.K AND CONVERSATIONG.K AND CONVERSATION    

Topics: 

Myself , My Family , Colours names , Fruits and vegetables names , parts of body ,  

Animals: pet ,domestic ,desert and water , Independence Day. 

ACTIVITY :Fruits and vegetables picture pasting, different  rooms in a house picture pasting, 

animals picture pasting. 

RHYMESRHYMESRHYMESRHYMES    

ENGLISH: Oneness , My dear ones , Bits of paper ,True friends , Traffic lights , clouds . 

 

 



 

TERM -II 

 

ENGLISHENGLISHENGLISHENGLISH    

Oral: Vowel sound words – O , U, Book Reading till page 42, fruits name, colours name, days of    

  the week and animals name. 

Written: Vowel sound words –O, U, Fill in the blanks, match the word to picture, name the      

                 picture, fruits name, colours name, days of the week and animals name. 

MATHSMATHSMATHSMATHS    

Oral: counting (101-200), number names (20-70), Reverse counting(80-1), Table of 2,3,4, 

 Written: Table of 2,3,4, 

 Dodging of tables 2,3,4, counting (101-200), number names (20-70), 

 Reverse counting(80-1) Addition sums (single digit) 

HINDIHINDIHINDIHINDI    

 Oral -  cky ek/kqjh ist 46 rd] rhu v{kj vkSj pkj v{kj okys 'kCn vkSj okD;A  

  Qyks ds uke] lfCt;ks ds ukeA 

written-  rhu vkSj pkj v{kj okys 'kCn vkSj okL;] 

  [kkyh LFkku Hkjks] fp= igpkuks] 

  feyku djks] lfCt;ks ds ukeA  

Rhymes-  gs ek¡ rqEgs iz.kke] lh[k] ckny] 

  xehZ vkrh gS] esjk ifjokj] jk[khA 

 

G.K. & CONVERSATIONG.K. & CONVERSATIONG.K. & CONVERSATIONG.K. & CONVERSATION    

Topics: Animals, water animals 

1. Name some animals. 

2. Sound of animals. 

3. What does a cat, sheep, goat, duck, dog, cow say? 

4. Name some pet animals, domestic animals, desert animals. 

5.  

Seasons: 

1. How many seasons are there? 

2. Name four seasons. 

3. Which season do you like the most and why? 

4. In which season do you use umbrella? 

 

Questions based on Teacher’s Day: 

• When is Teacher’s day celebrated? 

• Whose birthday is celebrated on Teachers day? 



 

Festivals: 

• Name some festivals? 

• Which festival is called the festival of lights? 

• Why do we celebrate Dussehra? 

Months of the year: 

• How many months are there in a year? 

• Name twelve months? 

• Which is the hottest month? 

• Which is the coldest month? 

• Which is the shortest month? 

RHYMESRHYMESRHYMESRHYMES    

Traffic Lights, Water, Rainy season, One Two Buckle my shoes, True Friends, Summer  Season , Clap Your 

hands, Bits of paper. 

ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES     

Paste pictures of seasons. 

Paste pictures of festival



TERM -III 

ENGLISHENGLISHENGLISHENGLISH    

Oral and written: 

 Use of and , is, this, that, Concept of In, on ,under, has , have, Opposite words , Birds 

Name, Myself. 

MATHSMATHSMATHSMATHS    
Oral and written: 

 Counting (101-200), Number names (50-100), Reverse counting(100-1),Table of 4 and 5 

 Addition Sums Double digit, Subtraction sums single digit,Greater, smaller, equal. 

HINDIHINDIHINDIHINDI    

Oral and written -   pkj v{kj okys 'kcn  vk & k dh ek=k 

    Qyks ds uke  jaxks ds uke  lfCt;ks ds uke 

Rhymes-  lksus dh fpfM;k] n'kgjk] fnokyh] uV[kV canjA 

G.K & CONVERSATIONG.K & CONVERSATIONG.K & CONVERSATIONG.K & CONVERSATION 
Topics: My Mother 

1. My mother's name is …............. 

2. She cooks food for us. 

3. She helps me in my studies. 

4. I love my mother very much. 

General Questions: 

1. what is the name of our country? 

2. In which state do you live? 

3. Which is our National Flower? 

4. Which is our National bird? 

5. Which is our National game? 

6. Which is our National animal? 

7. Who is the Prime Minister of India? 

8. Who is the president of India? 

9. Who is the Chief Minister of Punjab? 

RHYMESRHYMESRHYMESRHYMES 

Fruit seller, winter time, Vegetables, My family. 

ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES     

Pasting pictures of National symbols. 

Pasting pictures of things we see in the sky



TERM -  III 

Class    L.KG 

                                                                    English 

Oral: A to Z 

Written: 

Formation and recognition of small cursive Ato Z. 

Formation and recognition of Capital cursive Ato J. 

Match the letters to the pictures. 

Write the initial letters. 

Fill in the Blanks. 

Concept : 

In/on, Outside/inside, Happy sad. 

 

                                                                     Maths 

Oral: 1 to 90. 

Shapes: 

Circle, Square, Rectangle, triangle. 

Written: 

Formation of numbers 1 to 90 

Missing numbers ,after numbers, between numbers ( 1-90) 

Circle the correct number 

Concept 

Tall/ short, Big/Small, One/ Many, More/ Less, Long/Short. 



Hindi: 

Oral and written   

Rhymes: 

Come to school, wheels on the bus, Zoom zoom, Traffic lights, my life, Doctor, True friends 

G.k and Conversation: 

When do we celebrate Independence Day? 

How many colours are there in National Flag? 

Name the colours of National Flag. 

Which is the tallest animal? 

Which is the biggest animal? 

Which is the fastest running animal? 

Which animal is called the ship of desert? 

Which animal is called the King of the jungle? 

Which animal is having stripes on his body? 

Which animal has a long neck? 

Name five fruits. 

Name five vegetables. 

Which is our National Flower? 

Which is our National bird? 

Which is our National game? 

Which is our National animal? 

Activities 

Paste the pictures of fruis. 

Paste the pictures of vegetables. 

Paste the pictures of pet and wild animal 



TERM -  III 

Class - L.KG 

English: 

Oral and written: 

Revision and recognition of small and capital cursive letters A to Z. 

Revision of all syllabus. 

Phonetic sounds. 

Joining three letters words- cat, rat, mat. 

Match with the pictures. 

Draw pictures with alphabet. 

 

Maths: 

Oral and written: 

1 to 100 

Missing numbers, between numbers, after numbers. 

Addition with pictures (1-10) 

Number names- One to five. 

 

 Hindi: 

Oral and written: 

Revision of all work done in the class. 

Rhymes: 

Revision of all English and Hindi rhymes done in the class. 



G.K and Conversation. 

Revision of all topics done in the class. 

My pet 

I have a pet. 

His name is Tommy. 

He has long hair. 

His colour is white. 

He runs very fast. 

I play with my dog. 


